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The color bimodality

Willmer+06

Wyder+07
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z~1.0

Bimodality in galaxy properties

“Green valley” indicates 
that the evolution 
happens rapidly
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Bimodality in galaxy properties

How is star formation quenched? AGN?



How is star formation quenched? 
Environmental effects?

Bimodality in galaxy properties
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The universe was 
forming stars more 
rapidly in the past

Madau & Dickinson 14

High-redshift: a different universe



Downsizing!!

Thomas+10
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High-redshift: a different universe



The mass flux density
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Measuring quenching timescales



Spectroscopic indices to study star 
formation histories in galaxies

Kauffmann+03

Measuring quenching timescales
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The mass flux density in the 
green valley and the evolution 
of the red sequence agree

shown in Figures 7 and 8. This illustrates that for our assumed star
formation history, and a fixed NUV! r color,H!A andDn(4000)
are measures of the quench rate ". Faster quench rates yield youn-
ger characteristic stellar ages from H!A (more positive) and
Dn(4000) ( less positive), at a fixed NUV! r color.

In Figure 9 we show the evolution of H!A versus Dn(4000)
for the various quench rates, and the points on the locus when
NUV! r ¼ 4:25. In Figure 10, we add the galaxies from the
extinction-corrected Hess function bin 4 < NUV! r < 4:5 and
!22 < Mr < !21 (from Fig. 5). Again, we havemade no signal-
to-noise cuts. It can be seen that themodel indices are a reasonable
representation of the index data and that a range of " can po-
tentially account for much of the dispersion in a given color-
magnitude bin.

Finally, in Figure 11, we show the color derivative dy/dt versus
color for the quenched models. At y ¼ 4:25, the derivative varies
from a high of #3 Gyr!1 to about 0.4 Gyr!1 for " ¼ 0:5 Gyr!1.
Not surprisingly, dy/dt(4:25) monotonically tracks ".

We remind the reader that in the spirit of an exploratory inves-
tigation we are using very simple star formation history models
to track the evolution inDn(4000),H!A, and NUV! r space.We

are also assuming solar metallicity. The star formation history
assumption is further investigated below. We defer a more com-
plex and realistic approach to the future.

5. CONSTRAINTS ON THE MASS FLUX

The machinery is now in place to calculate the transitional
mass flux. For all calculations we use the color bin 4 < y < 4:5.
We do this in three ways:

1. Use the uncorrected Hess function, calculate a mean value
of H!A and Dn(4000) for each Mr bin, infer the corresponding
dy/dt from Figures 10 and 11, and use equation (3) to add up the
total mass flux.

2. Use the same methodology as (1), but use the extinction-
corrected Hess function.

3. Calculate a " and dy/dt for each galaxy, and an average
dy/dt for each color-magnitude bin.

5.1. Methods 1 and 2

In Tables 1 and 2 we tabulate the values of #(Mr; y ¼ 4:25),
H!A(Mr; y ¼ 4:25), Dn(4000)h i(Mr; y ¼ 4:25), ", dy/dt, stellar
mass (from Kauffmann et al. [2003] available in the MPIA/JHU
Value-Added Catalog), and mass-flux for the uncorrected and
extinction-corrected cases. The quench rate " (and the correspond-
ing dy/dt) are found by finding the y ¼ 4:25 [Dn(4000), H!A]
model pair that comes closest to the observed [Dn(4000), H!A]
pair. Distance in the [Dn(4000), H!A] plane is calculated by nor-
malizing each index to its full range, viz., H!An ¼ H!A /12, and
Dn(4000)(norm) ¼ Dn(4000)/1:0.

In the uncorrected case, the total mass flux is $̇T ¼ 0:095M$
yr!1 Mpc!3 (the sum of the right-hand column). The majority of
themass flux comes from galaxies with!22 < Mr < !20. Lower
mass galaxies have younger stellar ages, faster quench rates and
larger dy/dt. However, their contribution to the total mass is de-
creased. Note that eachmass flux entry in the table is obtained from
$̇T ¼ 2M (Mr)# (Mr; y ¼ 4:25)dy/dt½" ( Dn(4000)h i; H!Ah i)&,
where the factor of 2 accounts for the fact that the Hess function
NUV! r bins are 0.5 wide.

In the extinction-corrected case, the total mass flux is $̇T ¼
0:028M$ yr!1Mpc!3, a factor of 2 lower. Two effects cause this:
the number density # is lower (since some star-forming galaxies
are moved to a bluer NUV! r bin), and the characteristic ages
are somewhat older (for the same reason). The distribution shifts

Fig. 9.—Quenched star formation history, H!A vs. Dn(4000) after quench.
Line style indicates quenching rates: solid line: " ¼ 20 Gyr!1; dotted line: " ¼
5 Gyr!1; dashed line: " ¼ 2 Gyr!1; dot-long-dashed line: " ¼ 1 Gyr!1; dot-short-
dashed line: " ¼ 0:5 Gyr!1. Large points indicate NUV! r ¼ 4:25 for each ".

Fig. 10.—Quenched star formation history,H!A vs.Dn(4000) after quench. Line style indicates quenching rates: solid line: " ¼ 20 Gyr!1; dotted line: " ¼ 5 Gyr!1;
dashed line: " ¼ 2 Gyr!1; dot-long-dashed line: " ¼ 1 Gyr!1; dot-short-dashed line: " ¼ 0:5 Gyr!1. Large points indicate NUV! r ¼ 4:25 for each ". Dots show data
for a single color-magnitude bin (Mr ¼ !21, NUV! r ¼ 4:25). Left: no extinction correction. Right: extinction corrected.
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γ=20 Gyr-1

γ=0.5 Gyr-1

aperture bias. In our case, we might worry that disk light is under-
represented or bulge overrepresented in the H!A and Dn(4000)
indices. This would lead to an underestimate of the quench rate
and dy/dt. If this were the case, we would expect that the more
distant galaxies in the sample would have higherH!A [and lower
Dn(4000)] as the disk is brought into the fiber aperture. However,
no such trend is apparent in the data—there is no redshift depen-
dence at all in the index values.

6.1.2. Time Variations and Delays

In comparing the transitional, red, and blue sequence mass
fluxes, we have glossed over time delays in the transition from
blue to the red sequence. These could impact the present mea-
surement if there are variations in themass flux rate over the cosmic
timescales spanned by the DEEP2 and COMBO-17 observations.
We have determined typical quench rates to be !1Y1.5 Gyr"1.
With this rate, evolution from blue to our transitional color takes
!3 Gyr, with a similar additional interval to reach the red se-
quence. Strictly speaking, we must compare the mass flux rate
now with the blue sequence evolution 3 Gyr in the past and the
red sequence evolution 3 Gyr in the future. The results of Faber
et al. (2007) suggest that the mass flux rate is roughly constant,
although the rate may be higher in the highest redshift bin. It will
be of some interest to measure the transitional flux at higher red-
shifts to determine whether it is evolving with time.

6.1.3. Star Formation Histories

We have assumed that all galaxies in the transitional region
follow the quenched star formation history of equation (4).Many
other star formation histories could be considered that would
produce different evolution in H!A, Dn(4000), and color space.
Wemaintain, however, that the quenchedmodels we use lead to
the highest possible color derivatives, dy/dt, in the transitional
region. In this sense, since the mass flux we derive is proportional
to dy/dt, our result represents an upper limit.
We assumed that the quench occurs after 10 Gyr of constant

star formation. This produces some galaxies [with the oldest
Dn(4000) and H!A indices] that exceed the age of the universe
by several Gyr. If the constant SFR period is reduced to 5 Gyr,
the implied quench rate for a given index is lower, and correspond-
ingly the total mass flux is reduced by about 20% from 0.026 to
0.021 M# yr"1 Mpc"3 (method 3).
We consider three other possible histories, a smooth exponen-

tial decay in star formation rate from formation (smooth), recent
bursts, and a composite stellar population, consisting of an early
burst and a low level of on-going star formation (composite).
Smooth.—In this case we assume that galaxies were formed

!10 Gyr ago with a range of e-folding parameters " that ac-
counts for the range in present day colors, the original assump-
tion of Tinsley (1968). We show the time evolution of NUV " r
in Figure 15. The time at which the transitional color NUV "
r ¼ 4:25 is reached depends somewhat on the value of ". We
show the color evolution of H!A and Dn(4000) in Figure 16.

TABLE 3

Mass Flux Table: Method 3

Mr logM% # Number H!A Dn(4000) " dy/dt #̇ $̇B %½$̇B'

"23.75 ........... 11.63 1.84E"07 5 "0.61 1.81 1.00 0.82 6.08E"07 0.0001 0.0001

"23.25 ........... 11.49 1.08E"06 22 "1.05 1.85 0.85 0.70 3.03E"06 0.0005 0.0001

"22.75 ........... 11.32 6.53E"06 100 "0.69 1.84 1.02 0.85 2.22E"05 0.0023 0.0003

"22.25 ........... 11.12 2.20E"05 217 "0.72 1.83 1.05 0.87 7.71E"05 0.0051 0.0005

"21.75 ........... 10.93 4.02E"05 252 "0.66 1.82 1.07 0.94 1.51E"04 0.0064 0.0006

"21.25 ........... 10.73 5.63E"05 211 "0.67 1.82 1.02 0.87 1.97E"04 0.0053 0.0005

"20.75 ........... 10.50 7.42E"05 154 "0.52 1.81 1.19 1.05 3.11E"04 0.0050 0.0004

"20.25 ........... 10.25 6.80E"05 77 "0.18 1.76 1.56 1.37 3.74E"04 0.0033 0.0004

"19.75 ........... 10.00 6.94E"05 40 0.25 1.71 1.97 1.69 4.70E"04 0.0024 0.0004

"19.25 ........... 9.85 6.06E"05 21 "0.19 1.73 1.37 1.50 3.64E"04 0.0013 0.0003

"18.75 ........... 9.52 7.22E"05 9 1.69 1.56 3.68 2.90 8.37E"04 0.0014 0.0005

Fig. 14.—Results from this work for the transitional mass flux from the blue
to the red sequence. Green dashed line shows the result of method 1, green dot-
ted line method 2, and green solid line method 3. Red points show mass flux
estimated from red sequence evolution of Faber et al. (2007). Higher point is
based on evolution over 0 < z < 1, while lower point on 0 < z < 0:8. Blue point
shows estimate "$̇B based on blue sequence evolution.

Fig. 15.—Smooth, exponentially decaying star formation rates yield colors
NUV" r ¼ 4:25 near 10 Gyr ages. Line style indicates exponential constant:
solid line: " ¼ 0:6 Gyr"1; dotted line: " ¼ 0:55 Gyr"1; dashed line: " ¼ 0:5 Gyr"1;
dot-dashed line: " ¼ 0:45 Gyr"1; triple-dot-dashed line: " ¼ 0:4 Gyr"1.
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Measuring quenching timescales

Martin+07
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“Top-down scenario for the 
evolution of the red 
sequence: 

Massive red galaxies are 
formed early from the 
quenching of massive star-
forming objects 

The process then evolves to 
low-mass galaxies in the 
local universe 

Downsizing of quenching! Borch+06

Measuring quenching timescales



Evolution of the CM diagram
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Measuring quenching timescales



Secular 
evolution

Violent 
processes

Quenching processes
Quenching as a function of morphology

Nogueira-Cavalcante, TSG, +18a

z ~ 0.8



Quenching processes
Quenching as a function of compactness

Nogueira-Cavalcante, TSG, +18b, 
submitted

Compact galaxies 
quench faster! 

Comparison with 
Illustris simulation: 
stronger feedback



Quenching processes

What if we use realistic SF histories? 
Can we recover physical parameters?

Martin, TSG +17



Quenching processes

Stellar Population models

Photometry + 
spectroscopy

Mass, Z, SFH, etc.

?

Can we recover 
physical parameters?



Quenching processes
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Can we recover physical parameters? 
Yes we can! Martin, TSG +17

Linear regression on photometry and 
spectroscopic indices



Quenching processes

Martin, TSG +17
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Quenching processes

Martin, TSG +17
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Quenching processes

Freitas, TSG  in prep.



Conclusions

Galaxies are bimodal, fast 
quenching of star formation

Different processes at high-z, 
faster quenching, downsizing

Slower quenching in 
(barred) spirals, faster 
quenching in AGN hosts
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